
 

Science

How could we cope without electricity for one day?

Consider electricity in everyday life and what it was like 
before it was invented.

Design a simple game that invoves learning about 
electrical circuits, insulators and conductors, switches.

How could we survive without 

water?

Learning about the water cycle 

and changing states.

Observing water as a solid, liquid

and gas.

History:Who were the early lawmakers?

Crime and punishment

Why do we need laws?

What is parliament and how does it work?

Who makes our laws and upholds them?

What is the Magna Carta and why is is still important 
today?

What were punishments like 150 years ago?

Maths

Learning about money and taking part in an enterprise project.

Planning and costing a meal which you could prepare without electricity.

Populations of different cities.

Distances of cities in England from Scunthorpe.

PE

Autumn 1:

Gym - Body Management

Games - Invasion

Autumn 2:

Dance - Topic (Movement)

Athletics - Indoor

Art

WOW - Sculpture Day

Visit 20:21 for Angels and Gargoyles as celebration day

Printing in at least 4 colours on different materials to produce Christmas cards.

Urban landscapes: Learning how to draw reflections of buildings/people. Showing body 
language and facial expressions through drawing. Study work of Richard Estes (hyper-
realistic urban landscapes including reflections).

Design a public sculpture that represents Lincoln / Scunthorpe - possibly linked to poetry of 
Lord Alfred Tennyson. 

ICT and Literacy

Data: retrieving and organisation- note taking to retrieve appropriate information.

Communicating and using the internet- browsing with two screens.

Produce tourist information brochures and video diaries with a focus on manipulating and embedding 
sound and movie clips.

Capturing and manipulating images.

Music

Charanga  Mamma Mia

Developing skills of rythm and pitch. Listening 
to water music which represents the flowing of a 
spring to a river. Smetana- Moldau

Learning about the character and different 
purposes of music.

British musicians 100 years ago and their styles 
of music. (Compare to new musicians- visit 
from a local band/ watch City of Culture Events)

Using standard notation to play and compose 
pieces of music.

Design and Technology

Enterprise task - research products 
that are sold in gift shops at visitor 
centres.

Design, plan and produce a product 
to sell to parents when you host an 
exhibition of your art work/topic 

related work.

Geography

Where would you choose to build a city?

Geographical features of cities and towns.

Mapwork - identifyng features

Create brochures -

London as our capital city.

Why is Lincoln, Hull or London such a cool place to live?

PSHCE Groups and communities such as family and school 

To learn what improves and harms their local, natural and built environments and about some of 
the ways people look after them.

Learn about the role money plays in their lives including how to manage their money, keep it 
safe, choices about spending money and what influences those choices .

To have respect for themselves and others. To learn the importance of responsible behaviours 
and actions. 

Learn about rights and responsibilities as members of families, other groups and ultimately as 
citizens. 

RE   Faith and Community (Focus on Judaism)

Find out about different faith groups that have communities in Lincoln and  Scunthorpe.

 

 


